RTI Matter/By Speed Post
F. No. I-11011/520/2019-DO(FTI)
Government of India
Ministry of Information & Broadcasting
107, ‘A’ Wing, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi

Dated 5th March, 2020

To

1. The Registrar, FTII,
   Law College Road,
   Pune- 411004

2. The Registrar,
   SRFTI,
   E.M. Bypass Road,
   P.O. – Panchasayar,
   Kolkata – 700094

3. Smt. P. K. Pasricha,
   CPIO, Films Division,
   24-Dr. G. Deshmukh Marg,
   Mumbai-400026

4. Shri P. P. Math,
   Production Head, NFDC,
   Discovery of India Building,
   Nehru Centre, Dr. A. B. Road,
   Worli, Mumbai-400018

5. The CPIO,
   Children’s Film Society, India
   Films Division Complex,
   24-Dr. G. Deshmukh Marg,
   Mumbai-400026

Sub: Request for information under RTI Act, 2005 by Shri Mohit regarding the state-wise distribution of vacancies of LDC under Ministry of Information & Broadcasting to be filled by SSC CHSL 2018.

Sir/Madam,

Please find enclosed copy of RTI Application Registration Number MOIAB/R/E/20/00126/10 and MOIAB/R/E/20/00126/11 dated 01.03.2020 on the subject mentioned above.

2. The information desired by the Applicant may be under the possession of Film and Television Institute of India (FTII), Pune, Satyajit Ray Film and Television Institute (SRFTI), Kolkata, Films Division (FD), Mumbai, National Film Development Corporation of India (NFDC), Mumbai and Children’s Film Society, India (CFSI), Mumbai. Therefore, the aforementioned RTI Application of Shri Mohit is hereby transferred to FTII, Pune, SRFTI, Kolkata, Films Division, Mumbai, NFDC, Mumbai and CFSI, Mumbai under Section 6(3)(i) of Right to Information Act, 2005 with the request to send appropriate reply directly to the Applicant as per the provisions of RTI Act, 2005 under intimation to this Ministry.

Yours faithfully,

[Signature]

Enclosure: As above.

Copy to:

1. Shri Mohit, RZ 165, Krishna Colony, Surakhpur Road, Najafgarh, New Delhi, PIN: 110043.

2. Section Officer (IP), M/o I&B w.r.t. Online RTI Application Registration No.
   MOIAB/R/E/20/00126/10 and MOIAB/R/E/20/00126/11 dated 01.03.2020.